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A

Message
from the Co-Chairs
With the advancement of ubiquitous cloud
computing, intelligent robots, IoT, and AI, we
are at the beginning of a digital transformation
revolution that is fundamentally changing the
way we live, work and relate to one another.
The U.S. Taiwan High-Tech Forum (UTHF) 2017
event is designed to bring the brightest minds
from both the high-tech communities of Taiwan
and Silicon Valley to explore whether we are at
a turning point of adopting these emerging
technology trends in our everyday life.

Engineering and Science Association – Silicon
Valley Chapter (NATEA-SV) has led the
planning of the UTHF event since 2003 under
the sponsorship of Ministry of Science and
Technology (MOST) of Taiwan. Our topic this
year is AI and its myriad uses, from
neurosurgery to Siri. Please enjoy our one-day
conference packed with thought leadership
speakers and innovative solution providers
eager to share their insight on this
ever-evolving topic.

Together with the Science and Technology
Division of Taipei Economic and Cultural Ofﬁce
in San Francisco (TECO), North America

Dir. Chih-Cheng Yeh
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Yao-Hung Yang

About Dir. Chih-Cheng Yeh
Mr. Chih-cheng Yeh received his
ﬁrst MS degree in Mechanical
Engineering, National Central
University, Taiwan, in 1990. He
started his career as an
Associate Engineer at the Metal
Industrial Research and Development
Center(MIRDC) (1992-1993); then, served for
National Science Council as a program manager
(1996-2001). In 1999, he won a full scholarship
from British Council, UK, then received his second
MS degree in Space Engineering, Cranﬁeld
University, UK in 2000. From 2001 to 2004, he was
the Science & Technology Ofﬁcer for Science and
Technology Division, Taipei Economic and Cultural
Ofﬁce in San Francisco.
With three years overseas experience, he was
recruited to the Ministry of Economic Affairs as the
Minister Mei-Yueh Ho’s Special Assistant

(2004-2006). In 2006-2010, Mr. Yeh was promoted
to be the Section Chief, Deputy Director of
Industrial Development Bureau(IDB), Ministry of
Economic Affairs. During this period, he had been
responsible for aeronautics, vehicle, and
shipbuilding industries’ development. He also
attended the negotiation of Early Harvest List,
Economic Cooperation Framework Agreement
(ECFA), with China. With 6 years industrial
development experience, he returned to the
National Science Council as Deputy Director
General, then Director General to in charge of
Science and Technology Planning (2010-2016).
With his industrial development and R/D
management experience, he has been appointed to
take the position as the Director to the Science and
Technology Division, Taipei Economic and Cultural
Ofﬁce in San Francisco, also known as the liaison
ofﬁce for Ministry of Science and Technology,
Taiwan, in San Francisco.

About Yao-Hung Yang
Mr. Yao-Hung Yang, UTHF
Conference
Co-Chair,
is
currently Vice President of
NATEA-Silicon Valley and
Engineering Director for
Applied Materials responsible
for
Chamber
Systems
Engineering. His group is responsible of COO
Engineering for CVD, PECVD, Metal CVD, PVD,
EPI, Etch and CMP tools. Mr. Yang was previously
the Engineering Director and Director of Program
Management of Veeco Instrument Corporation
ALD (Atomic Layer Deposition) Business Unit
responsible of PEALD (Plasma Enhanced ALD)
applications on OLED Display and Semiconductor
substrates utilizing the proprietary FAST-ALD
technology.

mechanical design engineer, engineering project
manager, engineering manager, then program
manager with Applied Materials managed
critical
PECVD
and
ETCH
chamber
developments which have large installation base
at TSMC, Intel, Samsung electronics and many
more semiconductor companies.
Mr. Yang joined Stanford University DCI Ph.D.
program and graduated with Engineer Degree,
Master of Science from Mechanical Engineering
and
Master
of
Science
from
DCI
(design/construction Integration) program. He
previously got his dual BS degrees from National
Taiwan University. Mr. Yang holds ﬁve US
patents with fourteen semiconductor patents
ﬁled.

Mr. Yang started his semiconductor career as
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apply big data. This is where we recognize that IoT will
generate far too much data for human analysts to
handle. There is no way that we can hire enough data
scientists to go through the sheer volume of data
manually and rely on traditional standard computer
algorithms to gain insight from the data. That’s why
Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) is enjoying a renaissance.

A

Word
from the Program
Co-Chairs
According to a report recently published by IBM, “10
Key Marketing Trends For 2017,” 90% of the data in
the world today has been created in the last two
years alone, increasing at a speed of 2.5 quintillion
bytes of data a day! This seismic change can be
mainly attributed to the inevitable trend that we will
move from an Internet of computers to an Internet of
Things (IoT). This has also sparked the do-or-die
digital transformation mandate. Before we realize,
we are already in the midst of a perfect technology
storm with the wind speed, the radius of the
maximum winds along with its unpredictable track
and movement that have never been witnessed in the
recorded history. Yet, there is no end in sight.
During last year’s UTHF program, we explored how
real-world IoT solutions will help accelerate digital
transformation. One thing we concluded from last
year’s program was that IoT is coming at us like an
unstoppable train. Yet, according to Gartner, the IoT
train has not yet reached its top speed but the
prediction that there will be almost 21 billion devices
connected to the internet by the year 2020 would be
disruptive enough. In one aspect, lots and lots of
sensor data collected by the IoT devices will acerbate
another rapidly growing challenge: big data and big
data analytics. However, the cost of setting up a
properly implemented big data infrastructure still is
not cheap. In fact, a bigger challenge lies in ﬁnding
qualiﬁed expert personnel such as data scientists,
database managers, developers, and domain experts
in your particular ﬁeld to design, implement and
4

We have designed this year’s UTHF program with a
strong lineup of speakers who are the thought leaders
and leading AI practitioners to unite IoT and big data
in a marriage of convergence. We will kick off this
year’s program with a keynote to provide an overview
of the AI-driven technology landscape and examine
how to maximize value creation through M&A
opportunities. We will then highlight the
advancement aims to simplify the creation of AI
applications with a powerful deep learning platform
and more effective deep learning algorithms. The
program will then highlight a wide range of disruptive
technologies and new tools that build on speech
recognition, digital assistance, computer vision/image
recognition, augmented reality, and digital health that
are already amplifying human capabilities.
While integrating AI with IoT will bring huge potential,
the marriage of IoT/big data/AI also presents many
signiﬁcant challenges and issues ranging from fear,
legal, ethical, safety, privacy, security, social and
economic inequality, etc. The recent disagreement on
AI views between Tesla CEO Elon Musk and Facebook
CEO Mark Zuckerburg is just an example.
While AI can discover patterns and correlations in
data to predict future behaviors and outcomes and
recommend decisions based on those predictions, a
new generation of self-adaptive applications is
needed
to
carry
out
predictions
and
recommendations on the ﬂy at run-time.
We hope you will enjoy the program we have put
together for you. We also hope the product showcase
will provide a venue to foster business collaboration
opportunities. Finally, we look forward to seeing many
of you spawn brilliant and innovative ideas from your
participation today.
Jesse Shiah

Yen-Kuang Chen, Ph.D.

About Jesse Shiah
Jesse Shiah is the CEO and

Prior to founding AgilePoint, Jesse started his

co-founder of AgilePoint, a

career as a member of the early founding team at

Silicon-Valley based innovator

DataViews

and

became

its

VP

of

Product

next-generation,

Management and Marketing before it was acquired

Low-Code

by G.E. in 2000. Jesse later joined a Silicon-Valley

development platform aims to accelerate digital

startup, Uniscape, as its VP of Strategic Solutions

transformation and harness the value of AI and

and helped secure growth funding from Sequoia

IoT. Throughout his career, Jesse has devoted his

Ventures and facilitated the company’s acquisition

energy in redeﬁning the software-development

by SDL. Jesse has been a frequent speaker at

paradigm through model-based design and

various, leading high-tech and IoT conferences

execution. Jesse’s lifetime passion includes

hosted by Microsoft, Gartner, etc., where he

democratizing

continues to evangelize his vision.

of

the

model-based,

application

development

by

enabling pro developers to empower citizen
developers and enable widespread innovation

Jesse was a graduate of National Taipei University of

and

is

Technology in Taiwan and received an M.S. degree in

focusing his energy on applying model-based

Computer Engineering and an MBA degree from the

design and execution to enable continuous

University of Massachusetts, Amherst. Jesse's

deployment for applications at run-time to

vision is shaped by his more than 25 years of

maximize the value creation for AI and IoT.

combined experience in aligning Business and IT.

entrepreneurship.

Currently,

Jesse

About Yen-Kuang Chen, Ph.D.
Yen-Kuang Chen received his

founding chair of IoT special interest group of IEEE

Ph.D. degree from Princeton

Signal Processing Society, 2014-2015, and is currently

University, Princeton, NJ,

the founding chair of IoT SIG of IEEE Circuits and

USA.

Principal

Systems Society. He was on the steering committee of

Engineer of Intel Corporation,

IEEE IoT initiative, 2013-2016, IEEE IoT Journal,

He

is

a

Clara, CA, USA, and a Fellow of IEEE.

2013-2016,

His research areas span from emerging IoT and AI

2014-2016.

applications to computer architecture that can

Intel-NTU Connected Context Computing Center at

embrace emerging applications. He was the

National Taiwan University from 2011 to 2016.

Santa

and

IEEE

World

Forum

of

IoT,

He was the associate director of
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Further objectives of UTHF are:
To provide business opportunities for
enterprises, entrepreneurs, and VCs.

About

U.S. Taiwan
High-Tech
Forum
To provide networking opportunities
for the Silicon Valley technical/business
leaders and Taiwanese delegation, and
to promote collaboration between
technology communities of Taiwan and
Silicon Valley
The Science and Technology Division of
Taipei Economic and Cultural Ofﬁce (TECO)
in San Francisco and the North America
Taiwanese Engineering & Science Association
(NATEA) initially organized and promoted
the US Taiwan High-Tech Forum program
(UTHF) in 1998 in Silicon Valley.
In 2002, the NATEA Silicon Valley Chapter
(NATEA-SV) was spun off as a Regional
Chapter of NATEA and has jointly led the
planning of the UTHF with the STSF under
the sponsorship of Ministry of Science and
Technology of Taiwan. The goal is to create a
venue to bring people on both sides of the
Paciﬁc Ocean to exchange and interact on
technology issues.
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2004.
2005.

New Digital World

2006.
2007.
2008.
2009.
2010.
2011.

The World with RFID

2012.
2013.
2014.
2015.
2016.

Mobile, Social and Cloud

High-Speed LAN Technologies
Biotechnologies
High-Speed / High-Performance Computing Network
MEMS and Network Security
Next Wireless Innovation: Radio Frequency
Integrated Circuits (RFIC)

E-Security: The Next Wave of Security
Technology and Market Trend

Trends of Wireless World
P and Regulation in Medical Devices Development
Clean Energy: High-Tech to Clean Tech
Emerging Technologies for the Next Decade
Ubiquitous Sensors in the Intelligent
Connected World

PAST

Green Technologies

UTHF CONFERENCES

1998.
1999.
2000.
2001.
2002.
2003.

Cloud Computing and Taiwan
The Ecosystems of Cloud Computing
Enabling Internet of Things
Accelerating Digital Transformation with
Real-World IoT Solutions

Information of the past UTHF events can be found at http://uthf.org
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About

UTHF
Organizer
-NATEA
The North America
T a i w a n e s e
Engineering
&
Science Association
(NATEA)
is
a
n o n - p r o ﬁ t
p r o f e s s i o n a l
o r g a n i z a t i o n
founded by a group of engineers and
scientists originated from Taiwan on March
2, 1991 in Silicon Valley, California, USA.

Its major aim is to promote science and
technology research, development and
their applications, and to provide
management training opportunities for
overseas Taiwanese in US and Canada,
and their community at large.
NATEA has twelve (12) Regional Chapters
and eight Regional Liaisons throughout the
U.S. and Canada with more than 2,500
members and 24 corporate sponsors. NATEA
headquarters is located in Silicon Valley.
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The 12 regional chapters of NATEA are in
Silicon Valley, Southern California, St. Louis,
Greater New York City, Ottawa (Canada),
Toronto (Canada), Greater Chicago Area,
Austin, Dallas, Seattle, Up State New York and
North Carolina. For more information, please
visit www.natea.org.

3.

To support research and development in
Taiwan and thereby enhance Taiwanese
technological global positions and
international competitiveness.

4.

To promote the practical applications of
scientiﬁc and engineering know-how.

5.

To establish relationships between NATEA
and other main stream and Asian scientiﬁc or
engineering organizations.

6.

To further the fellowships among NATEA
members.

7.

To raise community awareness of the
achievement of Taiwanese American
engineers and scientists.

8.

To encourage and provide assistance to
Taiwanese American youth to pursue
scientiﬁc or engineering careers.

MISSION

2.

To serve as a bridge between Taiwan’s job
openings and US talents, and between
Taiwan’s Venture Capitals and US
entrepreneurs.

STATEMENT

1.

To facilitate technology development,
entrepreneurship and job opportunities, and
to provide management training opportunity
for its members.
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2017 UTHF Keynote
Emerging Technology Landscape
and M&A Opportunities
Abstract :
Anson Kwan is a Vice President at

from his experiences with founders. Please

GrowthPoint Technology Partners, a

feel free to bring your questions.

technology

investment

bank

that

provides ﬁnancial and M&A advisory

Here are some of the topics that will be

services

covered:

to

technology

companies.

Speaker:

Through his work at GrowthPoint, Anson

Anson
Kwan

has helped numerous entrepreneurs

Trends in the tech M&A market

weigh the pros and cons of various exit

The pros + cons of your strategic options

strategies for their companies. Anson will

Determining your company's valuation

Vice President,
GrowthPoint
Technology Partners

walk you through the trends in the tech

Optimal exit timing and what to expect in

M&A market and what you will want to

the process

know about the process of increasing the

Best practices to increase your upside

valuation of your company during a sale.
Anson will share some insights gathered

Biography:
Anson Kwan covers the technology industry

Wise.io to GE Digital and GDS to Stroz Friedberg.

spanning software and services at GrowthPoint,

Prior to GrowthPoint, Anson was a technology

an investment bank specializing with growth

practitioner focused on software and security

strategies for technology companies. He is

platforms. Anson received his MBA from UC

responsible for client coverage and deal

Berkeley. He is an active contributor to corporate and

execution across M&A and strategic capital

technology forums to drive successful outcomes for

raises. He has helped numerous entrepreneurs

entrepreneurs.

with various exit strategies including the sale of

Brilliant
Ideas
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PART I

GENERAL
SESSION:
AI MACHINE
LEARNING

PART I | General Session: AI & Machine Learning

Enabling the Future of
Artificial Intelligence
Abstract :
Artiﬁcial

intelligence

tremendous

Speaker:

Da-Ming
Chiang,
Ph.D.
Solution Architect,
Intel Artiﬁcial
Intelligence Product
Group (AIPG)

economic

is

unlocking
across

catalyst for all types of organizations to

various market sectors. Individual data

beneﬁt from the full potential of deep

scientists can draw from several open

learning. Example of supported applications

source frameworks and basic hardware

include but not limited to automotive speech

resources

initial

interfaces, image search, language translation,

investigative phases but quickly require

agricultural robotics and genomics, ﬁnancial

signiﬁcant

document

during

the

hardware

value

designed for speed and scale, and serves as a

very
and

software

summarization,

and

ﬁnding

resources to build and deploy production

anomalies in IoT data. This talk will detailed

models. Intel offers various hardware to

what Intel has done and plans to do from

support a diversity of workloads and user

hardware to software to state-of-the-art

needs. Intel built a competitive deep

algorithms in order to democratized AI.

learning platform to make it easy for data
scientists to start from the iterative,
investigatory phase and take models all
the way to deployment. This platform is

Biography:
Da-Ming Chiang, Ph.D. is a technical solution

Throughout his professional work, he has been

architect in Intel Artiﬁcial Intelligence Product

steadily gaining experience on embedded system,

Group (AIPG) Business Development Team. He

wireless system, server and cloud architecture and

is responsible for enabling Intel AI solutions into

automatic speech recognition systems. Currently, he

customers’ platforms.

is mixing AI with these systems to make the systems

He is an algorithm

developer in the ﬁeld of statistical signal
processing by school training.

Brilliant
Ideas
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smarter.

PART I | General Session: AI & Machine Learning

Debug and Approve your Deep Learning by
Overcoming the Black Box Problem
Abstract :

Speaker:

Tsvi
Achler,
MD/Ph.D.
CEO,
Optimizing Mind

Networks may learn to perform tasks by

Optimizing Mind has developed a new type of

"cheating" in unknown and unexpected

feedback neural network motivated by

ways which may be a liability for the

Neuroscience which allows the internal

developer. Feedforward networks are the

decision process to be understood with no

basis of Artiﬁcial Neural Networks such

guessing.

as

Recurrent,

Developers, regulators, and users can better

Networks and even simpler Regression

understand their AI, reduce unexpected

methods. However, the internal decision

surprises and liability by having feedforward

processes of feedforward networks are

networks converted to our Illuminated form

difﬁcult to explain: they are known to be a

to explain the internal decision processes. We

"black-box".

will demonstrate some of these beneﬁts.

This

Deep,

is

Convolution,

especially

problematic

in

applications where consequences of an
error can be severe such as Medicine,
Banking, or Self-Driving Cars.

Biography:
Tsvi Achler has a unique background focusing on
the neural mechanisms of recognition from a
multidisciplinary perspective. He has done
extensive work in theory and simulations,
human
cognitive
experiments,
animal
neurophysiology experiments, and clinical
training. He has an applied engineering
background, has received bachelor degrees
from UC Berkeley in Electrical Engineering,

Computer Science and advanced degrees from
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in
Neuroscience (PhD), Medicine (MD) and worked as a
postdoc in Computer Science, and at Los Alamos
National Labs, and IBM Research. He now heads his
own startup Optimizing Mind whose goal is to
provide the next generation of machine learning
algorithms.

Brilliant
Ideas
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PART II

AI IoT
SOLUTIONS:
READY FOR
MASS ADOPTION?
CONVERSATIONAL
PLATFORM
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PART II | AI & IoT Solutions: Ready for Mass Adoption?
Conversational Platform

How can IoT devices, robots, and consumer products speak with us naturally?

3 Steps to Creating Conversational AI
with Everything Around Us.
Abstract :

Speaker:

Jack
Crawford

Text chatbots and smart speakers have
introduced new ways to search for
information, get things done, and
control a growing number of smart
devices
around
us.
These
manifestations of intelligence have
been limited to simple assistance, and
have not yet reached the third stage of
chatbot maturity described by Gartner.

In this talk, we will explore three steps to
accelerate the move to engaging AI.

CEO,
Datalog.ai

Biography:
Jack Crawford is the Founder and CEO of

systems project ofﬁcer in the United States Air Force.

Datalog.ai, a San Francisco technology startup

He holds an undergraduate degree in Chemistry

that offers industry solutions based on their

from The George Washington University, and a

conversational AI platform for virtual assistants

Master of Science in Computer Information Systems

and chatbots called MyPolly®. His experience

from Claremont Graduate University. He is a

includes three other startups, leadership

frequent speaker at industry conferences and a

positions in the pharmaceutical industry,

trusted adviser for AI applications in business.

business

development

for

Fortune

500

insurance

companies

and

health

care

organizations. He also served as a weapons

Brilliant
Ideas
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PART II | AI & IoT Solutions: Ready for Mass Adoption?
Conversational Platform

Conversational Computing,
an AI Platform for the Enterprise
Abstract :

Speaker:

Kunal
Contractor
Global Director at
Avaamo

Gartner, the world’s leading research and

employees, and stakeholders, showcasing

advisory company, predicts that by 2020,

how easy it is for companies to drive customer

85% of customer interactions will be

engagement, improve satisfaction levels, and

managed without a human. There is so

reduce costs at the same time. This is

much hype around AI in today's world,

especially

this presentation will highlight the

important at future generations are more

realities of AI, machine learning, and

mobile,

Natural Language Possessing across a

demand access to information immediately,

number of industries, with a strong focus

and accurately.

becoming

prefer

online

more

and

interactions,

more
and

on Conversational AI.
Beneﬁts range from multi-lingual virtual
assistants that can help to automate large
parts of interactions with customers,

Biography:
Originally from the UK, Kunal brings a decade of

areas of customer delight, cost reduction, and

experience working with clients in EMEA, the

revenue growth. He has visited Taiwan a number of

Americas, and APAC across a breadth of

times for clients and speaking engagements, and has

customer industries.

also been invited as a keynote speaker to events

process

of

He leads the strategic

advising

clients

around

conversational AI, implementing disruptive
technologies, and driving initiatives to identify

Brilliant
Ideas
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across the US, the UK, Europe, and Korea.

SPECIAL LUNCHEON PRESENTATION

STB LEAP
RESEARCH
HIGHLIGHTS
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About LEAP

About Stanford-Taiwan
Biomedical Fellowship
Program (STB)

LEAP is a program launched by the Ministry
of Science and Technology (MOST), Taiwan,
in 2017 to cultivate advanced level of
scientiﬁc, technological, and entrepreneurial
talents

in

Taiwan

through

connecting

selected and highly qualiﬁed talents with
world leading organizations in emerging
technologies to foster and establish Taiwan’s
own innovation ecosystem.

Stanford-Taiwan Biomedical Fellowship
Program

(STB

multidisciplinary

Program)
training

is

a

program

executed by National Applied Research
Laboratories

(NARL),

a

non-proﬁt

organization in Taiwan. STB is a unique
blend between the innovative Med Tech

With the LEAP program, entrepreneurial
doctoral talents are selected and sent to
the U.S., France and Israel for 6 to 12
months to participate in new ventures or
collaborative research projects. It is hoped
that the program can cultivate high-quality
talents for Taiwan in strategic thinking,
entrepreneurship,
and
innovative
undertakings. And that the LEAP fellows
will contribute to modernize the industry
clusters in Taiwan after they return home
from their overseas study/training.

www.leap.stpi.narl.org.tw

18

culture in the Bay Area and eager young
scientist from Taiwan. We hope to train the
next generation of medical technology
innovators and create an innovative Med
Tech platform in Taiwan.
www.stb.org.tw

STB PRESENTATIONS
Presenter: Dong-Ru Ho
Topic:
Real-time solution for Abdominal
Compartment Syndrome Detection
Abstract:
We are taking care of pain that all critical
care doctors have. There is no good
efﬁcient way to monitor intra-abdominal
pressure currently. Traditional pressure
monitor is through measuring urinary
bladder pressure. However, it is time
consuming and lack of accuracy. Currently,
delayed
surgery
for
abdominal
compartment syndrome may result in
mortality rate of 50%, while emergent
laparotomy in time can reduce the rate to
18%. PressureDOTTM is a miniaturized
medical
device
can
pass
through
gastrointestinal tract and send out
pressure and location readouts for clinical
decision making to reduce patient mortality
and cost of surgery.

expected with 50+ month survival. Their
speech relied on the voice prosthesis. The
robotic, emotionless and no gender
difference voice is unacceptable to most
patients, which cause a huge problem. We
have done prototype, feasibility test and we
are now undergoing IRB partnering with
Stanford.

Presenter: Chao Wei Chen and Ray Chen
Topic:
RehaPal – Humanoid Rehabilitation Robot
(Berkeley-Taiwan Biomedical Program)
Abstract:
RehaPal provides humanoid robot that
performs automated medical rehabilitation,
which is accessible, beneﬁcial, and
comfortable for patients. Our robot work
alongside physical/occupational therapists
and increase their productivity. We would
provide the robots to hospitals for a
subscription fee, so the hospital could use
our robot to provide automated medical
rehabilitation services for post-stroke and
other
patients
that
needs
physical/occupational therapy.

Presenter: Suwei Tsai
Topic:
Non-invasive speaking device for throat
removed cancer patient
Abstract:
Our mission is to bring back the speaking
ability to the diseased. In the very start, we
aim on the laryngectomee, patient whose
throat is removed. Most of the patient that
only need the laryngeal total removal is

Presenter: Wade, Weita Chen
Topic:
A way to simpliﬁed ablation procedures for
atrial ﬁbrillation to open the real market
Abstract:
Stroke risk was increased by 10 to 100
times by atrial ﬁbrillation. Major clinical
guidelines already suggested catheter
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ablation as the ﬁrst line treatment in
certain condition. There are at about 10M
atrial ﬁbrillation patients in US, but
ablation procedures were performed only
about 0.1M each year in the past few years.
The major factors causing such a low
market penetration rate are unsatisﬁed
efﬁciency and efﬁcacy. Besides, with the
advance of wearable heart rhythm
detector, the market must be even bigger.
To ﬁnd out a way to simplify the procedure
to make it more efﬁcient and effective
would further open the market.

LEAP PRESENTATIONS

Presenter: Kun-Cheng Chung
Topic:
Intelligent Software Deﬁned Gateway for IoT
Abstract:
Traditional IoT gateways are devices
positioned between edge systems and the
cloud. They perform functions such as
protocol
translation,
data
processing/storage/ﬁltering, and device
security. With IoT solution architecture
evolving from a centralized cloud
computing to a distributed cloud and edge
computing, a new generation of software
deﬁned gateways is needed to operate as
platforms for ﬂexible reconﬁguration and
redeployment of application functions to
perform dynamic device connectivity,
protocol
translation,
data
ﬁltering,
analytics,
and
processing,
security,
updating, management and more.
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PART II | AI & IoT Solutions: Ready for Mass Adoption?
Computer Vision

Convolutional Neural Network Optimization:
The Key to AI/Computer Vision Advancement’
Abstract :

Speaker:

Shao-Yi
Chien,
Ph.D.
Professor,
Department of
Electrical
Engineering of
National Taiwan
University

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
have emerged to provide powerful
discriminative capability, especially in the
world of image recognition and object
detection. However, their massive
computation requirements, storage and
memory accesses make them hard to be
deployed on mobile or embedded
systems. In this talk, several optimization
schemes for Convolutional neural

networks (CNNs) will be ﬁrst reviewed. Some
hardware architectures of computing
platforms for executing CNN are also
reviewed. We will then discuss the usefulness
of the optimization methods and especially
emphasize the quantization technique since it
can beneﬁt many kinds of computing
architectures. A dedicated hardware
architecture design for face detection will also
be shown as an example.

Biography:
Shao-Yi Chien received the B.S. and Ph.D.
degrees from the Department of Electrical
Engineering, National Taiwan University (NTU),
Taipei, Taiwan, in 1999 and 2003, respectively.
During 2003 to 2004, he was a research staff in
Quanta Research Institute, Tao Yuan County,
Taiwan. In 2004, he joined the Graduate
Institute of Electronics Engineering and
Department of Electrical Engineering, National
Taiwan University, as an Assistant Professor.
Since 2012, he has been a Professor. Dr. Chien is
the Associate Chair of Department of Electrical
Engineering of National Taiwan University from
2013 to 2016. From 2017, he is a visiting
professor in Intel Lab. His research interests
include video analysis, computer vision,

perceptual coding technology, image processing for
digital still cameras and display devices, computer
graphics, and the associated VLSI and processor
architectures.
Dr. Chien served as an Associate Editor for IEEE
Transactions on Circuits and Systems for Video
Technology, IEEE Transactions on Circuits and
Systems I: Regular Papers, and Springer Circuits,
Systems and Signal Processing (CSSP). He also
served as a Guest Editor for Springer Journal of
Signal Processing Systems in 2008. He also serves on
the technical program committees of several
conferences, such as ISCAS, ICME, SiPS, A-SSCC, and
VLSI-DAT.

Brilliant
Ideas
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PART III

AI
AUGMENTED/
MIXED
REALITY

PART III | AI & Augmented/Mixed Reality

Why Light Field Technology is Essential for the
Progression of Augmented and Mixed Reality
Abstract :
The adoption of augmented and mixed

including sections on multi-focal imagery and

reality is being held back for a simple

near-ﬁeld image generation. A look at the

reason: no solution exists to see virtual

current state of the art will follow, concluded

objects within arm’s length. Light Field

by details on the light ﬁeld solution employed

displays change this by revolutionizing

by Avegant and its potential for the future.

the optical architectures for augmented
Speaker:

and mixed reality solutions. In this talk, Ed

Ed Tang

Tang

Co-Founder & CTO,
Avegant

will

discuss

the

merits

and

drawbacks of light ﬁeld technologies

Biography:
Edward Tang oversees the technical direction of

from years at Tang Engineering Consulting LLC, a

Avegant, from its groundbreaking Retinal

consulting and design ﬁrm for the MEMS community.

Imaging Technology used in the award-winning

He holds a degree in Electrical Engineering from the

Glyph to new developments in Light Field

University of Michigan.

displays. Mr. Tang has extensive optical and
electrical engineering experience garnered

Brilliant
Ideas
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PART IV

AI IoT
SOLUTIONS:
DIGITAL
HEALTH
SOLUTIONS
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PART IV | AI & IoT Solutions: Digital Health Solutions

How IoT & AI Might Impact The Future Practice
of Controlling Blood Pressure
Abstract :
Out of all life threatening diseases,

is a major cause of delay in attainment of

elevated blood pressure is the most

blood pressure control.

preventable cause of death in US and
worldwide. Hypertension causes nearly

We will discuss our approach in developing

400,000 deaths/year in the US and

and testing new devices, smartphone apps,

comprises

and other support systems that aims to

7%

of

Speaker:

disability-adjusted

Daniel
Wei-Chen
Hong,
MD

Patients

Neurosurgeon,

Founder MOCACARE
& CompactCath

and

all

global

life-years

clinicians

spend

lost.
a

tremendous amount of time talking and

effectively

engage

patients

in

home

monitoring and helps patients and clinicians
achieve subsequent blood pressure control.

thinking about hypertension; nearly 10%
of all ofﬁce visits in the US are
hypertension-related. However, missed
opportunities

for

treatment

intensiﬁcation are common in the US, and

Biography:
Daniel

Wei-Chen

Hong

his

Impact and Sustainability of Creative Capacity

neurosurgeon training in National Taiwan

Building, Design for Service Innovation, Biodesign

University Hospital in 2006, and since then he

Innovation for Life, and Robotic Brain Keyhole

applied endoscopic surgery technology in the

Surgery.

completed

treatment for hemorrhagic stroke, brain tumor,
and intracranial aneurysm. Hong was a visiting

In

2011,

he

co-founded

CompactCath,

a

assistant professor of neurosurgery at Stanford

revolutionary urinary catheter solution. In 2014, he

University from 2010-2012. At Stanford, Hong

co-founded MOCACARE, with the vision to combine

has applied the principals of design thinking in

health, technology, design, and comfort into medical

several interdisciplinary projects, such as

products and services.

Brilliant
Ideas
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PART V

PANEL
DISCUSSION
CLOSING
REMARKS

Panel
Discussion &
Q&A
PANEL SPEAKERS
Kuan-Tsae Huang, Ph.D.
CEO, AzTrong
He is the Chairman/CEO of AzTrong
based in Maryland and Taiwan. He is
an expert in Graphene and its
commercialization in heat spreading,
battery & supercapacitor, composites
and Enernet applications. He had 20+
years working at IBM Watson and Global Services, was a Vice
President, played a key role to help IBM successfully transformed
into a global service company, based on e-commerce, knowledge
economy and solution offerings, etc. Dr. Huang’s career included
CEO for several start-up companies in Silicon Valley and Asia, the
President of National Taiwan Normal University (NTNU); adjunct
professor at Fordham University; senior consultant at US
National Institute of Health, etc. Currently, he is also a consultant
to many companies leveraging graphene, senior advisor to
Ditthavong & Steiner patent law ﬁrm, Virginia, Chairman of
Taskco e-Business Corporation. He graduated with BS in
mathematics from NTNU, MS from University of Illinois, and PhD
in electrical engineering and computer science from MIT.

Iru Wang,
Co-Founder, MoBagel
Iru graduated from Electrical
Engineering at National Taiwan
University, and she received Masters
Degree from Stanford Electrical
Engineering & d.school. She later
worked at NVIDIA in computer
architecture. She started her startup journey as a serial
entrepreneur in 2013 when founded Orrzs then later MoBagel.
She specializes in computer architecture, machine learning,
design thinking, and team building. She has presented MoBagel in
various competitions and had won awards including Computex
InnoVEX Contest 1st Place, Salesforce Dreamforce $1M
Hackathon 6th Prize, Plug and Play Internet of Things Expo 1st
Prize, Slush Asia Pitch Finals Top 5, etc.

Moderator: Jesse Shiah and Yen-Kuang Chen
The current state of AI
The current state of IoT
Are we at a turning point
Q&A
Panelists:
Anson Kwan, Vice President, GrowthPoint Technology Partners
Da-Ming Chiang, Ph.D., Solution Architect,
Intel Artiﬁcial Intelligence Product Group (AIPG)
Tsvi Achler, MD/Ph.D., CEO, Optimizing Mind
Jack Crawford, CEO, Datalog.ai
Kunal Contractor, Global Director, Avaamo

Norman Liang,
Vice President, WI Harper
Norman Liang is a Vice President at
WI Harper based in the ﬁrm’s San
Francisco ofﬁce where he focuses on
frontier technologies including AI,
robotics,
and
Augmented
Reality/Virtual
Reality.
An
entrepreneur and technologist, Norman most recently was Head
of International at Sungy Mobile, a leading Chinese mobile
company building platforms and utilities. AI Platforms for
consumer the consumer and enterprise. Normanis also currently
co-President of AAMA (the Asia America MultiTechnology
Association) a Silicon Valley based community dedicated to
cross-border entrepreneurial exchanges between the US and
Asia. He is active in the community as a mentor at highway1.
Previously Norman has held leadership roles in research and
development organizations at IBM and Nokia, and at
Photobucket, a Silicon Valley startup acquired by MySpace.

Shao-Yi Chien, Ph.D., Professor, Dept. of Electrical Engineering,
National Taiwan University
Ed Tang, Co-Founder & CTO, Avegant
Daniel Wei-Chen Hong, MD, Neurosurgeon, Founder
MOCACARE & CompactCath
Normal Liang, Vice President, WI Harper and TMT Lead
Iru Wang, Co-Founder, MoBagel
Kuan-Tsae Huang, Ph.D., CEO, AzTrong
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Closing Keynote
Looking Ahead: Why AI Will Demand a
New Paradigm for Application Development

Speaker:

Jesse
Shiah
CEO & Co-Founder,
AgilePoint

As we close this year’s UTHF
program, one thing we can all be sure
about is that the ‘future’ after digital
transformation, IoT, and AI is far from
settled. According to historical
timelines, we have always responded
to the past technology disruptions
through placing focus on more
training in science, technology,
engineering, and math (STEM)
subjects. And to this point, technology
has consistently generated more jobs
than it destroys. But would it be
different this time? In fact,
accelerating trends in AI, robotics, and
the convergence of IoT/Big Data/AI all
point to signiﬁcant economic
disruptions and could lead to highly
unpredictable social impact in the
years ahead.
What could possibly go wrong? It is
important to recognize that when the
merger of IoT/Big Data/AI becomes a
widespread reality, also described by
some as the Fourth Industrial
Revolution, it will present a number of
signiﬁcant challenges on humanity.
Fear of whether we should let
machines emulate human processes is
up there at the top of the list. Followed
by the debate on the legal and ethical
issues concerning whether machines
have “rights?” How about safety
concerns to hand life-threatening
decisions to machines? Will privacy
and security concerns become greater?
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As many studies have demonstrated that
meaning making, critical reasoning, and
social intelligence remain signiﬁcant
bottlenecks to machine learning. This may
mean that solely focusing on the STEM
subjects may not be adequate. “Soft” skills
such as judgment, decision making,
interpretation that determine how to
marry human intelligence to machine
intelligence in new and creative ways calls
for liberal arts to play a key role in this
Fourth Industrial Revolution.
The scale and the scope of this wave of
technology disruptions spawn growing
calls to bridge AI with human ingenuity
and how the future AI-driven society
demands an entrepreneurial workforce to
harness emerging opportunities linked to AI.
To empower a new breed of the liberal
arts entrepreneurs to become versed in a
wide range of disruptive technologies and
the application of knowledge, a new
paradigm of no-code, model-based
architecture that simpliﬁes and democratizes
application development provides the key
enablement to support widespread and
systematic creativity and innovation. In fact, this
new paradigm is also the key to complement AI
and meet the impact of AI-driven dynamic
machine automation.
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Tell us how we are doing?
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“ T H E M O S T T R U S T WO R T H Y R E A L E S TAT E S E R V I C E I N B AY A R E A”
專精買賣南灣 、東灣、 半島學區房、投資房、商業地產

Cindy Lin is the award-winning top producer in Keller Williams Realty. She holds Economics
degree from UC Berkeley and has lived in the Bay Area for 30 years. She has been in the
business for over 10 years and experienced different real estate cycles. As a Broker Associate,
she has handled many types of transactions from the buy/sell of residences, income units,
1031 exchanges, trust sales, bank owned properties, short sale, land and commercial building
sales. She always keeps her clients’ best interest and satisfaction as her highest priority.
Cindy Lin是全美最大房地產公司Keller Williams Realty，Cupertino分行Top 5%的資深地產
經紀顧問，公司擁有最多的房源數據，提供最及時全面的市場信息報告。Cindy畢業於
UC Berkeley加州柏克萊大學，主修經濟。她擁有逾10年的地產相關經驗，加上豐富的專
業知識，專業認真負責的團隊，成功的促成了無數的交易。Cindy多年榮獲公司多項獎
項，擁有敏銳的市場觸覺，歷盡加州矽谷房地產市場的高低起伏，流利中文英文，熱情、
專業周到的服務態度為她贏得絕佳的口碑，深受客戶推崇和信賴。

Cindy Lin, Broker Associate
Keller Williams Realty – Cupertino
Tel: 408.598.0858
Email: CindyLinRealty@gmail.com
Website: www.CindyLinRealty.com
LINE ID: cindylinrealty
WeChat ID: CindyLinRealtor

Cindy Lin REALTY TEAM
資深房地產經紀顧問
最佳華人服務團隊

“ L E T U S F IN D
TH E PE R F EC T
H O M E FO R YO U”

